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Abstract

The activity of the brain is multi-scale in time and space, and there are enormous data collected related

to activities at all levels. To reveal the knowledge hidden in these data, computational models are con-

venient tools. So, to have a better understanding of the evidences assembled through the experimental

work carried out at different levels and scales on striatum, we focused on obtaining a computational

model encompassing the role of ventral and dorsal striatum in basal ganglia circuit. Beginning from

the single neuron behaviors and synaptic currents, concluding with the interactions between the nuclei

of the basal ganglia circuit, at each level we showed that our model is in harmony with the data. We

demonstrated the cascading neuronal activity within the basal ganglia circuit under different stimuli

conditions. The frequency analysis based on the results of the computational model revealed the beta

frequency presence in the deficiency of dopamine. Once, we showed the validity of the proposed compu-

tational model, we investigated the effect of ventral striatum on the activity of dorsal striatum further,

revealing the modulatory role of ventral striatum. With the proposed model, it is possible to follow

the neuronal information transfer between the prefrontal cortex and thalamus, through striatum.

Keywords: Ventral and Dorsal Striatum, Basal Ganglia, Dopamine, Computational modeling

1 Introduction

Understanding a complex phenomenon begins
with the recognition of its structural, organiza-
tional and functional properties at different levels
and under different conditions. Further, it requires
finding a simple way of representing the rela-
tions between these different levels and describing
the role of each structural part, while credit-
ing for the individual processes taking place.
Computational models based on the mathemat-
ical expressions improved our comprehension of

complex systems in physical sciences. Adopting
mathematical formulations as means of expres-
sion, provides a straightforward approach that
would help to get down to basics and to manage
with the complexities.

Functions of the brain emerge from the collec-
tive activity of different type of neurons, nuclei
and structures while modified by numerous neu-
romodulators and neurotransmitters. Each neural
structure associates with different structures in
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different ways, under the effect of different neu-
rotransmitters and neuromodulators to form a
neural substrate for a specific behavior and cogni-
tive process. Thus, in the brain the arrangement is
complicated and dynamic, changing spatially and
temporally, mostly triggered by environmental
stimuli, generating complex phenomena.

To understand all these complex and dynamic
arrangements, enormous data are collected at dif-
ferent spatial and temporal scales with empirical
methods ranging from molecular to behavioral
level. These data are analyzed and different mod-
els based on them are refined using methods
either unique to neuroscience or borrowed from
physical sciences and engineering [1–5]. The mod-
els in neuroscience are as diverse as the data
type [6], but computational modeling is efficient
over other models in converting the information
gathered with the empirical data into knowledge.
The possibility of reproducing the results easily
and adapting the model due to the new exper-
imental outcomes are the main reasons behind
the efficiency of computational models based on
mathematical expressions.

Here, we focus on striatum, as the input
nucleus of the basal ganglia (BG) circuit, it is at
the crossroad of information flow between asso-
ciative and motor areas of the brain and has a
significant role in motor, cognitive and emotional
processes [7–9]. The different functions of striatum
are substantially modulated by dopamine origi-
nated from ventral tegmental area and substantia
nigra pars compacta [9–12]. Being at such a posi-
tion, striatum is begetter for neurological diseases
such as Parkinson’s Disease, Huntington’s Dis-
ease [13, 14] and neurological disorders such as
addiction, Tourette syndrome [15–17] and even
psychiatric disorders [18].

Determining the neural substrates of cognitive,
emotional and motor processes is not an easy task,
as one nucleus can be part of many processes.
Obviously, striatum is one of those nuclei in the
brain which takes part in many neural functions.
In order to understand its role in all these, a sim-
ple yet holistic computational model of it would be
versatile. This model should comprise the role of
striatum in basal ganglia circuit along with neuro-
transmitter modulations on the synaptic currents.
To scheme such a model, we begin from the sin-
gle neuron behaviors and form step by step all

the levels up to basal ganglia circuit, consider-
ing the interaction of the basal ganglia with the
cortex and thalamus. To testify the efficiency of
the proposed model at each level, we give results
of the computations for synaptic currents, mem-
brane potentials, raster plots, local field potentials
and spectrograms which are in consistency with
the experimental findings. The proposed model is
remarkable as it incorporates results at all the lev-
els and reveals the role of nucleus accumbens, the
ventral part of striatum, on the activity of basal
ganglia circuits.

There are numerous computational models of
basal ganglia circuit and striatum [19–26]. The
proposed model integrates the ventral and dorsal
striatum while referring to the different features of
them and it provides a holistic model appraising
the role of striatum, especially nucleus accumbens
in the basal ganglia circuit. There are compu-
tational models where ventral and dorsal parts
of the striatum considered together [27, 28], but
while [27] is based on [8] its approach is more of
machine learning, and even though [28] consider
biological plausibility more, it does not include
the differences of medium spiny neurons of ventral
and dorsal striatum. The model proposed in this
work also considers the spiral effect of striatoni-
grostriatal pathways as explained in [8], but does
this in a biologically plausible way. Thus, it pro-
vides insight to the role of nucleus accumbens in
cognitive, emotional and motor actions.

A general summary on basal ganglia nuclei
and its afferent and efferent connections will be
given in Section 2, and the proposed model will
be introduced in Section 3. The details of simula-
tion parameters and the results of the simulations
will be given in Section 4 for each level, from neu-
ron and synaptic currents to whole basal ganglia
circuit.The simulations are completed in Brian 2
environment [29]. The paper will be concluded in
Section 5, discussing the results.

2 Looking into the Basal
Ganglia Circuit

Commonly basal ganglia are known as a group
of subcortical nuclei having role in motor func-
tions, but since [30, 31] their role in cognitive
and emotional processes enhances notice. Though
in [30], five parallel neural substrates-named as
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BG circuits [31], are proposed for motor, limbic
and cognitive processes, in [8, 9] a back and forth
interaction between dorsal and ventral striatum in
connection with basal ganglia circuits is proposed.
Moreover, BG’s role in cognitive and emotional
processes is recognized more [9] and their relation
to neurological diseases and disorders is added up
[9, 15–18].The main interest of this work is to focus
on the interrelation between dorsal and ventral
striatum in the basal ganglia circuit and the neural
structures that will be considered in the proposed
model is presented in Figure 1. A short survey
on these structures will be given in the following
subsection.

2.1 About Nuclei Forming the Basal

Ganglia Circuit

BG are a group of connected subcortical gray
nucleus and basically consists of four different
nuclei. The nuclei that make up BG are considered
as being together due to their intense functional
connections, even though they are not located
in the same structure nor region. These nuclei
are called corpus striatum in telensefalon, and
the Subthalamic nucleus (STN) in diencephalon
and Substantia nigra (SN) and Ventral Tegmental
Area (VTA) in mesencephalon [14, 30, 33].

Corpus Striatum consists of two separate
nuclei. One of these nuclei is named striatum and
is considered as the input of BG circuits and
receives dense inputs from the cortex and tha-
lamus. Striatum is further divided anatomically
into dorsal striatum and ventral striatum. Dor-
sal striatum includes Caudate and Putamen. In
the ventral striatum, there is the Nucleus Accum-
bens. The second nucleus of the Corpus Striatum
is composed of Pallidal nuclei (GP), which are
more internal. Pallidal nuclei have external Globus
Pallidus (GPe) and internal Globus Pallidus (GPi)
parts. These two parts are considered to be in
different pathways -namely direct and indirect
pathways within BG circuits [33].

Another structure of BG circuit which receives
input from the cortex is STN. STN also has
connections with pallidal nuclei. It is the only
structure that has neurons with glutamargic neu-
rotransmitter in BG nuclei.

The neurons in the mesencephalon form the
SN and VTA which have dopaminergic (DA) neu-
rons and SN gets its name from the appearance

of black colored DA neurons. SN consists of dense
pars compacta (SNc) and sparse pars reticulata
(SNr) structures. The dense structure contains
more DA neurons and their connections are dif-
ferent from SNr. SNr has similar connections and
functions as GPi. While axons of dopaminergic
neurons in SNc attain to the dorsal striatum, the
axons of dopaminergic neurons in VTA reach to
ventral striatum [9, 13, 34, 35]. These structures
of BG are considered to form five parallel circuits
that take part in limbic, motor and cognitive pro-
cesses in [30, 31] and later in [8, 9]. The relation
between these circuits are further revealed point-
ing out that they should be considered as spirally
connected rather than in parallel. It may even be
wiser to look at all these, as a one whole circuit
compromised of many interconnected sub-circuits.

BG circuits are also very rich in synaptic con-
nections, neurotransmitters and receptors. The
synaptic connections extend from the cortex to
the striatum nuclei and STN, are considered to
be inputs of BG circuits. Afferents from gluta-
margic pyramidal neurons in the cortex launch
onto medium spiny neurons (MSNs) and interneu-
rons (INs) in the striatum. The dendritic structure
of MSNs is spiny. Pyramidal neurons in the cor-
tex make axospinal connections with the top of
the spines of the MSNs. There are dopaminergic
synapses in the neck of the spines where corticos-
triatal connections are established. The collateral
inhibition synapses of MSNs and the connections
of other inhibitor INs in the striatum are mostly
axodendritic and axosomatic. The INs in the stria-
tum are cholinergic and GABAergic. Cholinergic
connections are very effective in the striatum due
to their intense axonal branching of large aspiny
cholinergic INs [35–41].

Striatonigral and striatopallidal MSNs, the ini-
tial of the direct and indirect pathways, contain
DA receptors of types D1 and D2. D1 and D2 type
receptors create excitatory and inhibitory post-
synaptic potential for MSNs, respectively. Thus,
DA stands out as a critical neurotransmitter for
the striatum and BG circuits that can affect the
direct and indirect pathway. The dopaminergic
pathways leading to the striatum nuclei have two
sources. The connections to the nucleus accum-
bens emerge from the VTA and the connections to
the caudate and putamen in the dorsal striatum
originate from the SNc. STN has glutamatergic
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Fig. 1 Ventral and dorsal spirally connected BG circuits. GPe, external segment of globus pallidus; GPi, internal segment
of globus pallidus; NAcc, nucleus accumbens; SNc, substantia pars compacta; STN, subthalamic nucleus; VTA, ventral
tegmental area. Figure is adapted from [32].

neurons, pallidal nuclei have GABAergic neu-
rons, they have synaptic connections reciprocally
[11, 30, 35].

The membrane potentials of the neurons in BG
circuits differ. MSNs in the striatum have two sta-
ble behaviors: down state and up state potentials.
While at the down state level, they do not pro-
duce spikes and remain silent, they can produce
spikes with chattering when they are in up state
potential [39, 42, 43]. The INs in the striatum have
many different types of behavior. GABAergic and
cholinergic neurons show fast spikes and frequency
adaptation behavior [40, 41, 44, 45]. Pallidal nuclei
neurons produce fast spikes, while STN neurons
produce regular spikes. The behavior of dopamin-
ergic neurons is of two types. In normal situations
they produce regular spikes, while in the case of a
reward or stimulation they produce phasic spikes
[33, 46].

These properties of neurons and synapses have
to be considered in forming the computational
model and the simulation results show the role
of dopaminergic modulations, and the effect of
interconnection between the nuclei.

2.2 The Computational Models of

Basal Ganglia Circuit

There are quite many BG circuit and striatum
models in computational neuroscience literature
related to their role in reward based, procedu-
ral and reinforcement learning, working memory
tasks, habit formation and associated with Parkin-
son’s and Huntington’s disease and addiction [12,
16, 19, 20, 47–53]. These models include mass
models [19, 54], spiking neuron models [20, 48] and
include machine learning techniques [12, 27, 55].
While most of these models consider only dorsal
part of the striatum, there are very few computa-
tional models regarding ventral striatum [56–58]
and there are even less computational models
regarding the role of both ventral and dorsal
striatum in basal ganglia circuits [27, 28].

The model proposed in [27] is based the stri-
atonigrostriatal pathways explained in [8] and
focuses on reinforcement learning. The model
is validated with fMRI data collected during
stimulus-action-reward association task. Though
temporal-difference method from machine learn-
ing literature is employed in this work, the basal
ganglia is not modeled considering the biological
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plausibility. In [28], the model is based on the
physiological details of basal ganglia circuits and
the nuclei in the circuit are considered, the differ-
ence between ventral and dorsal striatum MSNs
are not considered in detail.

3 Modeling Basal Ganglia:
From Single Neuron to
Circuit

The BG model introduced in this study is created
considering four different levels. Beginning from
the basic unit, more complicated structures are
built up. The basic units of these four levels are
the inhibitory post synaptic potential (IPSP) and
excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) models
formed in the dendrites of a neuron, the model of
the axon potential of the neuron, the model of the
nucleus containing the neurons, and the model of
a circuit formed by the nuclei as demonstrated in
Figure 2. The first two of these models can also
be regarded as two-compartment model of a neu-
ron. The holistic model is built up considering the
characteristics, which was summarized in Section
2.1, of each nuclei at four different levels.

3.1 Synapse Model

The first level is neurotransmitter dynamics and
synaptic currents of neurons. These neurotrans-
mitter dynamics form inhibitory and excitatory
postsynaptic potentials. Whether neurotransmit-
ter dynamics are excitatory or inhibitory varies
according to neurotransmitter in axon of pre-
synaptic neurons and receptors of post-synaptic
neurons. While glutamatergic synapses have exci-
tatory dynamics, GABAergic and cholinergic
synapses have inhibitory dynamics. Dopamine
synapses are different than all of them, because
they have both excitatory and inhibitory effect
according to the receptor of post-synaptic neuron.
Neurotransmitter dynamics are modeled by a first
order differential equation and a reset condition
given in Equations 1 and Equation 2.

ġx = −
gx

τx
(1)

Here, gx is a state variable and τx is a time con-
stant parameter. τx takes different values for each
neurotransmitter receptors. For example, AMPA

receptors interacting with Glutamate have fast
dynamics, while NMDA receptors have a slow
dynamics [56, 59].

If v(j) > Vthr, then g(k)x → g(k)x + wj−k,x (2)

The synaptic strength between neuron j and
neuron k increases, when a presynaptic neuron
fires, either excitatory or inhibitory and this is
denoted by weight parameter wj−k,x. The parame-
ters and weights of synaptic connections are given
in Table 1.

Neurotransmitter currents are formed by using
dynamics as given in Equation 3.

Ix = gx(Vx − v) (3)

Here, v is membrane potential of post-synaptic
neuron and Vx is reversal potential. Typical value
of Vx for excitatory synapse is about 0mV, for
inhibitory synapse is about -90mV.

Synaptic currents are combination of neu-
rotransmitter currents. An example of synaptic
current for MSN is given in Equation 4.

Is = IGlu + IDA + IGABA + IAch (4)

Thus x in Equation 3 corresponds to
Glu,DA,GABA and Ach and which of these will
be considered in modeling the relative nucleus is
determined according to the type of the nucleus,
and the neurotransmitter effective. So, a subset of
these synaptic currents is taken into account in
modeling each nucleus.

3.2 Neuron Model

Neurons in BG circuits have many various behav-
iors. Izhikevich model is capable of representing
most of these behaviors with a simple model in
terms of computational load. Izhikevich model is
a second order nonlinear and Integrate and Fire
model with a reset condition given in Equation
5 and Equation 6. With this model, most of the
behavior that occur in the axons of neurons can
be obtained by changing the parameters in the
equations and reset condition [60].

Although the behavior of the neurons can be
demonstrated by Izhikevich model, the relation-
ship between spike frequency and stimulus current
may not always comply with experimental results.
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Fig. 2 Multiscale model levels. Model levels are started from synaptic, neuron, nucleus to circuit levels.

Therefore, parameter k is added to the Izhike-
vich model as denoted in Equation 5. The value of
this parameter is determined through phase plane
analysis of Izhikevich neuron model. With modi-
fying the value of the parameter k, the nullclines
of the nonlinear dynamical system corresponding
to neuron model are made closer or farther. Thus,
the behavior of the neuron became more sensitive
to stimulus current and synaptic inputs [58].

v
′

= 0.04v2 + 5v + 140− u+ Is

u
′

= a(bv + k − u) (5)

If v > Vthr, then v ← c and u← u+ d (6)

Here, v is a state variable representing the axon
potential of a neuron and u is the other state vari-
able which represents recovery variable. a, b, c and
d are parameters of original Izhikevich model [60].
k is a new parameter to adjust spike frequency
and stimulus current relations.

Pyramidal neurons (PNs), in cortex layer V ,
have regular spike (RS) pattern. Interneurons in
cortex show fast spike (FS) behavior [61–63]. As
mentioned in Section 2.1, MSNs have different
behavior than other BG neurons. MSNs have a
bi-stable behavior with down- and up- state poten-
tials. They do not produce spikes when they are
at down state and they are difficult to stimulate.
They can produce spikes at up state, but this
still depends on the synchronicity of their synap-
tic inputs. Striatal cholinergic INs show fast spike
behavior [39, 42, 59]. Pallidal neurons have spon-
taneous activity [64]. Dopaminergic neurons in
SNc and VTA show tonic and phasic spiking [46].

Thalamic neurons generate rebound bursting pat-
tern due to the inhibition by pallidal neurons. To
model all these different neuron behaviors, param-
eters used in Izhikevich model are taken differently
and their values are given in Table 2, along with
the number of neurons considered in forming each
neuronal structure.

3.3 Nucleus Model

While modeling, each nucleus in the Basal Gan-
glia circuits is made up of spiking neurons. Two
different regions of the cortex are modeled for
stimulating the parts of the dorsal and ventral
BG circuits. The first of these is the Associative
Cortex, while the other is the Prefrontal Cortex.
The neurons that make up the cortex regions are
pyramidal neurons and interneurons. The cortex
groups are stimulated by a Poisson group repre-
senting the external stimulus. Pyramidal neurons
are glutamatergic and excite INs and INs inhibit
pyramidal neurons. Pyramidal neurons make up
90% of the total cortex neurons.

Striatum has two parts as dorsal and ventral
striatum in terms of structure, connectivity and
functionality. The ventral striatum has shell and
core regions. Striatum is composed of MSN and
INs. MSNs are divided into striatonigral and stri-
atopallidal. In addition, while modeling, although
the behavior of MSNs in both groups remain
the same, their parameters differ depending on
the region. Striatopallidal neurons carry D2-type
DA receptors in their dendrites and can pro-
duce spikes more easily than striatonigral neurons.
Striatonigral neurons contain D1-type DA recep-
tors in their dendrites. Other neuron types in
the striatum are IN. INs are divided into two
groups as GABAergic and cholinergic according
to their neurotransmitters. Cholinergic INs are
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added to the model since GABAergic synaptic cur-
rents would exist due to collateral inhibition of
MSNs. Cholinergic INs form a prominent choliner-
gic modulation in the striatum due to their intense
axonal arborization.

SNc and VTA contains dopaminergic neu-
rons extending to the dorsal and ventral striatum
(NAc). Dopaminergic neurons produce tonic and
phasic firing. The inner (GPi) and outer (GPe)
pallidal nuclei form direct and indirect pathways
of the BG circuits. Pallidal neurons show fast spike
behavior and contain GABA as neurotransmitter.
STN receives entry through the cortex and creates
the hyperdirect pathway by stimulating the pal-
lidal nuclei. STN neurons contain Glutamate as
neurotransmitter and produce regular spike. Tha-
lamus has neurons that produce rebound bursting
and has stimulated glutamargic synapses to NAc
and Caudate neurons. Thalamus neurons trans-
mit information to the cortex group initiating the
cycle and to the interconnected BG circuit as
shown in Figure 3.

3.4 Circuit Model

BG circuits were thought as discrete loops for
each cognitive function in the literature. However,
in recent years, they are proposed to be inter-
connected and affect each other instead of being
discrete loops [13, 30, 34]. The common point in
these circuits is the transfer of information from
the ventral striatum to the dorsal striatum. In
other words, it is a transfer of information from
limbic circuits to action selection, decision making
and motor circuits [9, 34, 65]. Discrete circuits in
the literature are modeled for BG circuits. In this
study, the interaction between ventral and dorsal
circuits is considered and the connection between
these two circuits are modeled as given in Figure
3, based on the experimental findings presented in
the literature [9, 34, 65].

Striatum is major input structure of BG cir-
cuits from cortical areas and thalamus. Two
pathways originating from striatonigral and stri-
atopalldial neurons begin in the striatum: direct
pathway, indirect pathway. Direct pathway starts
with striatonigral MSNs and their axons go to
GPi/SNr. The indirect pathway starts with stri-
atopallidal MSNs and their axons first go to GPe.
Indirect pathway connects from GPe to GPi/SNr.
In addition, there is a hyperdirect pathway. Due to

the direct connections from the cortex to the STN,
STN is considered to be the other input of BG
circuits. STN connects with pallidal nuclei (GPi
and GPe). The extension from the BG to the tha-
lamus returns to the cortex via the thalamus and
the BG circuits (cycles) are completed. There are
also excitatory connections from the thalamus to
the striatum. The cycle is completed not only over
the thalamocortical synapses, but also through the
thalamostriatal synapses.

Direct pathway has the function of initiating
an action due to the activity of striatonigral MSNs
with D1-type receptors. Indirect pathway has a
blocking function due to the activity of striatopal-
lidal MSNs with D2-type receptors. Hyperdirect
pathway, contributes direct pathway due to the
connection it receives from the cortex. All these
interconnections are considered in forming the
computational model.

4 Simulating Basal Ganglia
from Synapse to Circuit

The schematic representation created for the BG
circuit model is given in Figure 3, but in the figure
all synaptic connections are not shown to keep it
tractable. For example, there are reciprocal synap-
tic connections between pyramidal neurons and
interneurons in the cortex which are not shown
in the Figure 3. Similarly, not all connections of
striatum nuclei is given in the figure. In the pro-
posed model, BG circuit has 95 connections in
total and for example a striatal neuron may have
350 synapses.

Synaptic weights and time constants differ
depending on whether the synapse is attached
at post-synaptic dendrites, neurotransmitters or
receptors. Axospinal synapses and axodendritic
connections have different weights. In addition,
the EPSP generation time of the receptors in
the post synaptic neuron is different for each.
Ionotropic receptors are faster than metabotropic
receptors. Inototropic receptors also have fast and
slow ones like Glutamargic AMPA and NMDA
receptors. In order to model these differences,
synaptic weights and the time constants of the
synaptic connections have been established by
taking this diversity into consideration. Reversal
potentials of excitatory and inhibitory connec-
tions are taken as 0mV and -90mV, respectively.
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Fig. 3 Model of spiral connected ventral and dorsal BG circuits. ACA, anterior cingulate area; GPe, external segment of
globus pallidus; GPi, internal segment of globus pallidus; MDpl, mediodorsal nucleus of thalamus, lateral part; NAcc, nucleus
accumbens; PFC, prefrontal cortex; SNc, substantia pars compacta; STN, subthalamic nucleus; VAmc, ventral anterior
nucleus of thalamus, magnocellular part; VApc, ventral anterior nucleus of thalamus, parvocellular part; VLm, ventrolateral
nucleus of thalamus, medial part; VTA, ventral tegmental area; d dorsal; dm dorsomedial; h, head; rl, rostrolateral; v,
ventral.

Table 1 Parameter values of synaptic dynamics.
wnt synaptic weigths for specific neurotransmitter
and τnt time constant of synaptic dynamics for
specific neurotransmitter.

wGlu 20mA/V τGlu 2ms
wDA 300mA/V τDA 1.5ms
wGABA 100mA/V τGABA 1ms
wAch 100mA/V τAch 1ms
we 100mA/V Ve 0mV
wi 100mA/V Vi -90mV

we and wi weigths are used for pallidal synap-
tic connections. All parameters regarding synaptic
connections are given in Table 1.

All nuclei considered in the model are made
up of spiking neurons. Izhikevich neuron model is
used to model each neuron type and the param-
eters of the model are given in Table 2. Even if
the neurons in the model are in the same nucleus,
they are not same, so the model parameters are
taken randomly, approximately ±10% of the given

value. Thus, the parameter values of the dynamic
systems corresponding to neurons are taken in a
range which will not change the behavior, but cre-
ate neurons that do not act exactly same. The
number of neurons in each nucleus in the model
is determined considering the narrowing of the
projection from cortex to the descending parts
and the proportion of each nucleus in the BG
circuits. All these details are considered to have
biologically plausible results. The cortex contains
the largest number of neurons. Striatum contains
more neurons than other BG nuclei. Total number
of neurons forming the circuit is 3900.

In order to calculate local field potential (LFP)
values, neurons that are located in a nucleus are
considered to have 3-dimensional structure. LFP
values are obtained with the help of electrodes
placed in the nucleus. Synaptic currents of all neu-
rons in the nucleus and distances of neurons to
electrodes are considered in calculating the LFP
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Table 2 Neuron behaviors, numbers and parameters. a, b, c and d parameters are used in Izhikevich neuron model. k is
the new proposed parameter used in Izhikevich neuron model. N: neuron numbers, RS: regular spike, FS: fast spike, B:
bursting, RBB: rebound bursting, IN: Interneuron, GPe: Globus Pallidus externa, GPi: Globus Pallidus interna, SNc:
substantia nigra pars compacta, SNr:substantia nigra pars reticulata STN: subthalamic nucleus, THL: thalamus, VTA:
Ventral tegmental area, MSND1: D1 receptor-expressing MSNs, MSND2: D2 receptor-expressing MSNs.

Neuron Behavior N a±10% b±10% c±10% d±10% k±10%

Pyramid (ACA) RS 900 0.02 0.2 -70 7.2 -
Cortex IN (ACA) FS 100 0.01 0.2 -70 2 -
Pyramid (PFC) RS 900 0.02 0.2 -70 7.2 -
Cortex IN (PFC) FS 100 0.01 0.2 -70 2 -
MSND1 core B 100 0.02 0.2 -54 0.6 35
MSND2 core B 100 0.02 0.2 -54 0.6 20
MSND1 shell B 100 0.02 0.2 -50 0.4 35
MSND2 shell B 100 0.02 0.2 -50 0.4 20
MSND1 caudate B 200 0.02 0.2 -65 0.6 35
MSND2 caudate B 200 0.02 0.2 -65 0.5 20
Str IN (NAcc, caudate) FS 100 0.01 0.2 -70 2 -
VTA RS 100 0.02 0.2 -70 7.2 -
SNc R 100 0.02 0.2 -70 7.2 -
GPe (rl) FS 100 0.01 0.2 -70 2 -
GPe (dm) FS 100 0.01 0.2 -70 2 -
GPi (rl) FS 100 0.01 0.2 -70 2 -
GPi (dm) FS 100 0.01 0.2 -70 2 -
STN (v) RS 100 0.02 0.2 -70 7.2 -
STN (d) RS 100 0.02 0.2 -70 7.2 -
THL (VLm-VAmc) RBB 100 0.03 0.25 -52 0 -
THL (VApc-MDpl) RBB 100 0.03 0.25 -52 0 -

values [58, 66–69]. Frequency analysis and simula-
tions are done in Python using the Brian 2 library
[29].

4.1 Simulation Results

Due to the fact that the proposed models are mul-
tiscale, the results should be checked for all levels
shown in Figure 2.

The first level is investigations of synaptic
dynamics and synaptic currents. In terms of
synaptic connectivity, the behavior of MSNs in the
striatum are affected by various neurotransmit-
ters. MSNs have glutamatergic excitatory affer-
ents from the cortex and thalamus. On the other
hand, there are dopaminergic afferents whose
source varies depending on whether they are in the
ventral or dorsal striatum. Dopaminergic afferents
excite or inhibit according to the dopamine recep-
tors found in MSNs. There are intense cholinergic
inhibitory afferents that connect to the dendrites
of MSNs due to intense axonal arborizations of

large aspiny interneurons in the striatum. Fur-
thermore, there are GABAergic connections due
to the collateral synapses of MSNs. One exam-
ple of the simulations for the synaptic currents
of the model created by synaptic dynamics in
the MSN are given in the Supplementary Infor-
mation. In this example, it can be followed that
excitatory connections create a positive current,
while inhibitory connections create a negative cur-
rent. So, dopaminergic current is positive due
to D1 receptors and negative due to D2 recep-
tors. Synaptic current is the sum of the currents
formed by neurotransmitters. When a sufficiently
large synaptic current occurs, this can be real-
ized from the change in membrane potential of
MSND1 and MSND2 (v), where the MSND1 and
MSND2’s membrane potential goes to up-state
level and produces spikes. Like this one simulation
result, similarly, each different neuron types in
each nucleus have their unique synaptic dynamics.
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Fig. 4 Frequency analysis results of ventral striatum. A
Local Field Potentials (LFPs), B Power Spectrum Den-
sity (PSD). Ventral striatum (NAcc) demonstrate the
β frequency band activity when there is a decrease in
dopaminergic afferents. LFP is shown in red when there
is cortical input, LFP is marked in blue when there is
dopaminergic input. Likewise the PSD is marked in red and
in blue.

In the proposed model, modeling the change of
membrane potential is the second level considered.
As an example of neuron membrane behavior,
the behavior of a pyramidal neuron in a cortex
producing regular spikes and the behavior of the
MSN that produces bursting with bi-stable behav-
ior are given in Supplementary Information. The
behavior of other neurons in BG core circuits was
obtained using the parameters given in Table 2
and these parameter values are in agreement with
the literature. BG nuclei, cortex and thalamus
models are obtained using the spiking neurons.
Raster plots can be used to show the results and
consistency of nucleus models. With raster plots,
it is possible to follow at which moment each
neuron in the structure fires. In addition, the fre-
quency analysis of LFP results measured from a
nucleus can provide information about the activity
of the nucleus. So to show the overall activity in a
nucleus, LFPs and frequency analysis are obtained
using synaptic currents. Here we depicted the
LFPs obtained from the nucleus accumbens and
caudate that are given Figure 4 and Figure 5. The
LFPs obtained from the acummbens nucleus and
caudate demonstrate that the beta frequency band
appear in the LFP of the striatum when there is
a decrease in dopaminergic connections.

Raster plots given in Figure 6 can be used
to display circuit level results of the model. In
the case that DA level increases for ventral and
dorsal BG circuits, the activity of MSNs with
D1 type receptors increases, while the activity of
MSNs with D2 type receptors is decreased. The

A

100ms

1µV

12.9Hz

B

10Hz
5dB/Hz

Fig. 5 Frequency analysis results of dorsal striatum. A
Local Field Potentials (LFPs), B Power Spectrum Density
(PSD). LFP is shown in red when there is cortical input,
LFP is marked in blue when there is dopaminergic input.
Likewise the PSD is marked in red and in blue.

activity in these neurons, which is the beginning
of the direct and indirect pathway activity for
striatonigral and striatopallidal neurons, is asso-
ciated with the change in thalamus. Thalamus
neurons become more active when MSND1 activ-
ity increases with the effect of direct pathway. In
the time interval 200-1200ms (indicated with the
red line) there is a stimulus activating cortex while
no reward information from VTA is introduced. As
D2 type neurons are more easily activated, they
produce more spikes than D1 type neurons. In
the time interval of 1300-2300ms (indicated with
the blue line), there is a reward signal, but as
the signal from cortex is weakened the activity of
D1 type neurons are more than D2 type neurons.
During 2400-3400ms (indicated with the magenta
line) stimulus from cortex and reward informa-
tion from VTA both of them effect, giving rise to
more spiking in D1 neurons compared to D2 neu-
rons. If you consider the activity in thalamus, in
the time interval of 200-1200ms thalamus activa-
tion decreases, as the indirect pathway dominates,
while its activation arises when direct pathway
dominates as in the time intervals of 1300-2300ms
and 2400-3400ms. This situation can also be seen
in data corresponding to the firing rate given in
Figure 7.

The overall activity of the direct and indirect
pathways in the basal ganglia circuits has been
demonstrated both for ventral and dorsal circuits.
In the time interval indicated by the red line,
there is only cortical stimulus and no dopaminer-
gic stimulus. Due to the biophysical properties of
D1 and D2 type MSNs, which means that MSND2
produce more spikes than MSND1 and start to
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Fig. 6 Raster plots of ventral and dorsal BG circuit. A ACA pyramidal neurons, B PFC pyramidal neurons, C VTA
DA neurons, D SNc DA neurons, E NAcc MSND1 neurons, F Caudate MSND1 neurons, G NAcc MSND2 neurons, H
Caudat MSND2 neurons, I ventral part of THL neurons, J dorsal part of THL neurons. The red line points out the cortical
stimulation of BG circuit, the blue line points out dopaminergic stimulation of BG circuit, the magenta point out the both
of these stimulation exist.

Table 3 Figure 6, 7 and 8 explanations.

Abbreviation Explanation

A Pyramidal neurons in ACA
B Pyramidal neurons in PFC
C DA neurons in VTA
D DA neurons in SNc
E MSND1 in NAcc
F MSND1 in Caudate
G MSND2 in NAcc
H MSND2 in Caudate
I VLm - VAmc of Thalamus
J VApc - MDpl of Thalamus

produce spikes at lower synaptic currents, stri-
atopallidal D2 type neurons produce more spikes
and the indirect pathway suppresses the thala-
mus. In the time interval indicated by the blue
line, an input from dopaminergic neurons in the
VTA that could be interpreted as reward informa-
tion is applied and the cortex stimulus is removed.
In this case, as dopamine stimulates MSND1 and
inhibite MSND2, the number of spikes is higher in
D1 neurons, as seen in Figure 7 E and G. In this
case, the inhibition that suppresses the thalamus
via the direct pathway is removed and the number

of spikes produced by the thalamus increases due
to this disinhibition. An increase in the number of
spikes of the ventral thalamus causes an increase
in the number of spikes of the PFC given with B.
In the time interval indicated by the magenta line,
cortex and dopaminegic inputs occur simultane-
ously and activation of THL increases due to the
D1 type neurons. In this time period, dopamin-
ergic inputs from the SNc affect the dorsal BG
circuit and the number of spikes increases in the
dorsal thalamus neurons.

Figure 8 shows the flow of information from
the ventral BG circuit to the dorsal BG circuit.
In this scenario, how the activity of dopaminergic
neurons in the VTA affects the activity of neurons
in the dorsal thalamus has been revealed. In the
time interval indicated by the red line, the weights
of the synaptic connections from Poisson’s groups
to dopaminergic neurons in the VTA are reduced
by 25% from their nominal values. This causes a
decrease in the level of dopamine in the DA ven-
tral striatum and decreases the activity of neurons
in the ventral thalamus. The weights of the synap-
tic connections coming from the Poisson groups to
the dopaminergic neurons in the VTA in the time
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Fig. 7 Spike histogram of BG circuits. A ACA pyramidal neurons, B PFC pyramidal neurons, C VTA DA neurons, D SNc
DA neurons, E NAcc MSND1 neurons, F Caudate MSND1 neurons, G NAcc MSND2 neurons, H Caudate MSND2 neurons,
I ventral part of THL neurons, J dorsal part of THL neurons. The red line points out cortical stimulation to BG circuit, the
blue line points out dopaminergic stimulation to BG circuit, the magenta points out that both of these stimulation exist.

interval indicated by the blue line are taken at
their nominal values. In this case, the increase in
the activity of dopaminergic neurons in the VTA
increases the activity of MSND1 neurons in the
ventral striatum. Due to the effect of the direct
pathway, the activities of the neurons in the ven-
tral thalamus are increased by 160%. Despite these
weight changes made in the ventral BG circuit,
no change is made in the dorsal BG circuit and
dopaminergic neurons in the SNc are left particu-
larly silent. On the other hand, changing synaptic
weights in the VTA increased the activity of the
dorsal thalamus neurons by approximately 20%.
Since the parameters of neurons and synaptic con-
nections are taken randomly in BG circuits, the
simulations are repeated 20 times and the aver-
age change is taken into account. The spike counts
obtained from the simulations are given in the
Supplementary Information.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Here, a new computational model of BG cir-
cuits is proposed considering the spiral connection
between ventral and dorsal BG circuits. These
two BG circuits were considered separately up to

our knowledge in computational models of BG till
now. With this model, it is possible to detect the
information transferred from the ventral circuit
to the dorsal circuit via observing the effect on
thalamus activity.

In this study, striatum and BG circuit are con-
sidered as a multiscale model. First, at the synapse
level, neurotransmitter currents and synaptic cur-
rents are created and associated with the neuron
model. Neuron models are obtained by considering
biophysical experimental results and synaptic cur-
rents. BG circuits model are formed using synaptic
connections and spiking neurons groups. In addi-
tion, the response of the BG circuit obtained using
the nuclei model formed with spiking neurons is
given when there is cortical and dopaminergic
stimuli. The results obtained with the help of the
model are shared in Section 4.

As an advantage of multiscale modeling, LFPs
values are calculated considering the role of
synaptic currents and the frequency analysis of
these LFP values reveal the beta frequency band
appearing in the striatum when there is deficiency
of DA.

With the model, it is shown that even when the
dopamine level is low in the dorsal striatum, the
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Fig. 8 Spike histogram of BG circuits. The red line points out the time interval when the synaptic weights of the dopamin-
ergic neurons in the VTA have been decreased. The blue line points out the time interval when the synaptic weights of the
dopaminergic neurons in the VTA are at nominal value. In blue line time there is a dopaminerjic input from VTA to BG
circuits. A ACA pyramidal neurons, B PFC pyramidal neurons, C VTA DA neurons, D SNc DA neurons, E NAcc MSND1
neurons, F Caudate MSND1 neurons, G NAcc MSND2 neurons, H Caudate MSND2 neurons, I ventral part of THL neurons,
J dorsal part of THL neurons.

ventral striatum compensates it due to dopamine
from VTA and renders the action occurrence. So,
considering an integrated model of a circuit in the
brain based on the biological data would be help-
ful in understanding the complex activities even
though the model is computationally manageable
in scale.

As the model integrates ventral and dorsal cir-
cuits giving rise to a holistic model and shows
the effect of ventral on dorsal part, it can be a
starting point in obtaining circuit level models of
behavioral dysfunctions as addiction.

Supplementary information. The article has
accompanying a supplementary file.
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